FROM ASHES BETA RULES 0.0.7
Acquisition Roster

Scaryn Federated Alliance
Humanity has pushed out into the stars. Earth and its governing arm the League of Solar Nations,
rule over this vast network of colonies and worlds. A rebellion leads to a devastating yet short
lived civil conflict known as the Severance War, consequently exhausting both sides and ultimately
leads to the demise of the LSN's influence across its domain. Each world is now alone in the void,
fending for itself amongst the chaos and turmoil.
One corner of humanity’s reach, known as the Damnya Sector, has seen some of the worst of what
man does to man in times of desperation. Several new proto-nations, branded the ‘Primary Powers’,
have arisen from the ashes and are now pushing outwards into the void. The neutral worlds,
collectively known as the Grey Zone, have become battlegrounds for these fledgling empires. Each
is now expanding their influence beyond their borders to forge their own legacy in the stars.
The Scaryn federated Alliance sees itself as a beacon of hope in these dark times. A collection of
worlds who have survived the Severance War relatively unscathed, their self appointed mission is
to unite lost colonies under one flag. Before the Severance War, these worlds were one of the
more vocal critics of Earth and it's overreaching League of Solar Nations. When the dust had
settled after the War and the LSN was little more than a distant memory, the SFA was formed from
a handful of advanced colonies occupying the north-eastern reaches of the Damnya Sector. To
their credit, their relative economic stability has enabled them to explore and expand into nearby
worlds, giving a crucial edge in the never ending war for survival. With a powerful military formed
from leftover stocks of LSN equipment, and augmented since by its own armament industries, the
SFA have set out into the Grey Zone with the intention of forming new economic ties with those who
would consider joining their Alliance. Some, however, see the SFA as nothing more than a new
version of the LSN; an oversized bully which demands fealty in return for peace, displaying little
concern for the subjects they assimilate into their so-called 'Alliance'.
Faction Info
Faction Name Scaryn Federated Alliance
Primary World Seinar
Secondary Worlds Kybal, Borego, Deygra, Zenith Alpha,
Approximate total population across all worlds 6 billion
Approximate military manpower Estimated at 15 million, with 10-20 million reservists.
Main economy Mixed industrial/monetary/trade based.
Relative Technological level Medium tech.
Governing style Republic, council led, democratic system where individuals can vote for
representatives who debate legislature in Senair’s capital city Maroth.
Settlement Morphology Industrial based. Largely consists of pre-fabricated structures, but due
to a significant middle class, possess various styles based on the local cultural fashions and
trends. Many cities and towns draw influence from Earth over the last century or so. Out of all
the Primary Powers, SFA settlements look the most like old Earth settlements, with some being
virtually indistinguishable.
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Building an Army
When you build your army, it is important that it is organised in such a way to ensure it works
correctly with the main From Ashes rules. Each 'side' is called a Force, and each Force consists of
one or more Detachments and the Squads it commands. When you build your SFA Force to the
agreed Requisition value, or Req, it needs to comply with the following
1.

At least one Detachment. You may choose to specialise your Detachment to receive a Doctrine as a result
of extended training regimes on one of the SFA's worlds at a cost of 25 Req. Each Detachment can only
receive the benefits of one Doctrine, so you could not, for example, spend 50 Req to combine the effects
from two.

SFA Doctrines
Seinar Inspiring Leadership Seinar Squads increase their Discipline to 4+ when attempting to take
Orders .
Kybal Self sufficiency Kybal Squads Reroll Discipline tests of a 1 or 2.

Deygra Shoot and Scoot When a Deygra Vehicle Squad finishes an Engage Command (including as part
of Stabilised) and before Reactions, it may attempt a Discipline test. If passed, the Squad can
immediately Retreat (remembering Vehicle Units’ Global Rule Reverse ). This Retreat comes from their
Order capacity rather than their Commands.
Zenith Alpha Mechanised Assault When a Zenith Alpha Squad Dismounts, roll a Discipline test. If
passed, the Command counts as coming from the Squad’s Order dice rather than their Commands. In
addition, Zenith Alpha Infantry Squads can Form Up with Zenith Alpha Vehicles.
Borego Tunnel Fighters Borego Infantry Squads can reroll Discipline tests when attempting to
Overwatch.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Each Detachment must have an associated Leader, that is, a Unit with the Leader Ability. In the case of the
SFA, this currently includes Pathfinder Command Squads and Raven Command Vehicles and Vehicle Units
with have taken the Tank Commander vehicle upgrade.
There must be at least two other Squads of the same type (Infantry, Vehicle, Walker, Flyer) as this Leader.
Once the above requisites are met, you can choose a number of additional Squads equal to your
Detachment Leader’s Discipline subtracted from ten, of whatever Type from the following pages.
You may create further Detachments for your force, following the process above as long as the combined
Req value for all your Detachments does not exceed the agreed Force Req value.
That's it! You're done and ready to get on with your game of From Ashes.
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Pathfinder Command Unit
The leaders and generals of the SFA’s armed
forces are trained within the Officer Corps. The
largest such academy is based in Seinar's capital
Maroth, and has developed a far-flung
reputation for raising ranks upon ranks of
competent military personnel. Here, the eager
recruits and aspiring commanders learn their
craft based on tactics and strategies developed
from the now ageing LSN officers who joined the
Alliance years before.
In the battlefield, they are joined by their own
command staff. Most commonly these tend to be a
medic to keep friendly troopers in the battle, and
a comms specialist to help relay the Officer's
orders and coordinate with other units.

Squad composition - 40 Req per Squad.
• 1 Pathfinder Command Unit with M74 Assault Rifles, Frag Grenades and Smoke Grenades.

-Grenades (Frag, Smoke)
-Leader
-Medic
-Unique Command - Boost the Signal

Weapons

ACCURACY

5+

7+

9+

12+

DAMAGE

2

1

0

0

SPECIAL RULES
-Rapid Fire This weapon ignores the Aerial Target rule. In addition, before rolling any attacks this Squad
can choose to reroll failed Accuracy rolls but must reroll successful Damage rolls with this weapon.
-Optics If not moved this turn, may shift Range Bracket one column left for Accuracy Tests (but not
Damage). Cannot be used with Rapid Fire.
-Unique Command: Assault Move This Squad may move up to half its Movement value (rounding up), then
immediately carry out an Engage Command with any Assault Move weapons it has, again halving their
Attacks value (rounding up). Place a Storm Command dice instead of Unique.
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Raven Command Vehicle
Lessons learnt over the seemingly endless centuries of
warfare have taught the importance of command and
control, plus the value of protecting such assets. The
Raven CV epitomises this tradition, as it houses a
comprehensive communications suite and real-time battle
management systems, all within an armoured shell capable
of resisting medium-to-heavy calibre machine gun rounds
and exploding shell fragments.
It uses the same chassis as the Bullfrog APC, but much of
the interior space has been utilised to house various
comms hardware and sensors. The Raven CV has also been
designed to extend friendly commanders’ control over the
nearby battlespace with advanced hard-dock systems. The
Raven provides the Officer and his immediate staff the
ability to conduct their duties in the safe confines of what
is essentially a mobile forward-bunker.

Squad composition - 55 Req per Squad.

• 1 Raven Command Vehicle Unit with a Hull HMG.

-Armoured
-Transport
-Electro-Reactive Pads
-Active Defence- Smoke Dischargers
-Leader
-Command Post
-Unique Command - Comms Jammer

Weapons

ACCURACY

6+

7+

8+

11+

DAMAGE

3

2

2

2

SPECIAL RULES
-None
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Pathfinder Riflemen
The standing ground forces of the SFA are typically
filled with well equipped and well trained infantry.
Known as ‘The Pathfinders’ they are regarded by the
people of the Alliance as those brave souls going out
into the stars, risking their lives against horrors known
and unknown. On this dangerous frontline, they search
out potential new allies and defeat terrifying foes.
Much of the equipment the Pathfinders use is born from
earth’s military hardware from before the Severance,
such as the ubiquitous M74 Assault Rifle or MB17 Light
Anti-tank Weapon. In fact, Much of the body armour and
uniform is drawn directly from the stocks abandoned by
the LSN. Recent indigenous developments have augmented
the infantrymen’s capability with the Type-37 Mobility
Exobrace, allowing the soldiers of the SFA to move
faster across the battlefield and carry heavier weapons.
Since the inception of the SFA, many of it’s citizens have stepped up in proud defence of this fledgling interplanetary collection of states. Due to the efforts of an aggressive recruitment campaign, many have enlisted in
the extensive training program, which again comes from the military knowledge adopted from the LSN.

Most importantly, the Pathfinders are an all-volunteer force who posses a well motivated ethos, perhaps
providing a unique ‘weapon’ over many of their foes out in the void — hope.

Squad composition - 60 Req per Squad.
• 4 Pathfinder Riflemen Units with M74 Assault Rifles, an MB17 LAW, Frag Grenades and Smoke Grenades.
• OPTIONAL May add up to four additional Riflemen Units @ 15 Req each.
• OPTIONAL Any Riflemen Unit may replace their MB17 LAW model with a LMG Gunner model. This removes the
MB17 LAW weapon and instead increases their M74 Attacks to HP +1 for no additional cost.

-Grenades (Frag, Smoke)

Weapons

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

6+
2

8+
1

10+
0

12+
0

-Rapid Fire This weapon ignores the Aerial Target rule. In addition, before rolling any attacks this Squad can choose to
reroll failed Accuracy rolls but must reroll successful Damage rolls with this weapon.
-Optics If not moved this turn, may shift Range Bracket one column left for Accuracy Tests (but not Damage). Cannot be
used with Rapid Fire.
-Unique Command: Assault Move This Squad may move up to half its Movement value (rounding up), then immediately carry
out an Engage Command with any Assault Move weapons it has, again halving their Attacks value (rounding up). Place a
Storm Command dice instead of Unique.

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

8+
5

9+
5

11+
5

12+
5

-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-Slow Reload One use per Turn
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Optics If not moved this turn, may shift Range Bracket one column left for Accuracy Tests (but not Damage).
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Pathfinder railgunners
The invention of the Type-37 Mobility Exobrace has
meant heavier weapons can easily be carried into battle.
Consequently fire support squads, such as the
Railgunners, can get their powerful weapons to where
they are needed quickly and efficiently. Easily capable of
traversing rough terrain with the same levels of effort
a Rifleman may endure with their basic rifle, no enemy is
safe from the Railgunner’s potent weapon.
Whereas the Pathfinder Riflemen are general-purpose
tactical teams capable of carrying out multiple mission
types, the Pathfinder Railgunners are heavily
overbalanced towards devastating anti-armour
firepower. Each individual squad member is armed with
the formidable Electro-magnetic 15mm Light Railgun, or
EM15L, which sends super dense slugs down-range to
obliterate even the hardiest of foes.
Each individual Railgunner also has more advanced sensor systems than the average trooper, as each helmet
possesses an integrated HUD capable of providing real-time targeting data to the user. Usually reserved for
special forces teams, the primary purpose of this device is to improve first-hit kill probabilities. Reports from
the front have suggested an unintended yet effective use of this system is to engage enemy leaders who are
attempting to hide at the back, away from the main lines of contact. Despite more vocal members of the logistics
teams complaining about such inappropriate use of expensive weaponry, this tactic is regularly overlooked by
the Railgunner’s commanding officer when out in the field.

Squad composition - 32 Req per Squad.

• 2 Pathfinder Railgunner Units. Each Unit has EM15l Railguns, Frag and Smoke Grenades.
• OPTIONAL May add up to 2 additional Railgunner Units @ 16 Req each.

-Grenades (Frag, Smoke)
-Flexible Fighting Unit

Weapons

ACCURACY

5+

7+

8+

11+

DAMAGE

4

3

2

2

SPECIAL RULES
-Integrated HUD This weapon can reroll failed Block Tests.
-Optics If not moved this turn, may reduce the Range Bracket by one column for Accuracy Tests.
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-Kinetic Energy Round Ignores Fast Target. In addition, add the target’s Armoured value to the Damage roll.
-Unique Command: Assault Move This Squad may move up to half its Movement value (rounding up), then
immediately carry out an Engage Command with any Assault Move weapons it has, again halving their Attacks
value (rounding up). Place a Storm Command dice instead of Unique.
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Pathfinder LMG gunners
The Light Machine Gun, or LMG, Gunners are specialised
teams who are equipped to deal with enemy light infantry
threats. Each squad member carries an M45 LMG, and like
many such weapons, can be attached to the soldier’s
exobrace to enable the user to move more quickly than
the average soldier, despite the increased bulk.
Like other fire support units, the LMG Gunners can
easily work in concert with friendly Pathfinder squads.
The gun itself shares many parts of the more regularly
used M74 rifle, including the same rounds. This
interchangeability of components means the Pathfinders
can easily swap out parts in the field. When engaging the
enemy, the high cyclic rate of this weapon means they can
provide effective cover-fire to friendly squads, who can
then manoeuvre into position and finish off the target or
maybe retreat depending on the tactical situation at hand.

Squad composition - 26 Req per Squad.

• 2 Pathfinder LMG Gunner Units. Each Unit M45 LMGs, Frag and Smoke Grenades.
• OPTIONAL May add up to two additional LMG Gunner Units @ 13 Req each.

-Grenades (Frag, Smoke)
-Flexible Fighting Unit

Weapons

ACCURACY

6+

8+

10+

12+

DAMAGE

2

1

0

0

SPECIAL RULES
-Rapid Fire This weapon ignores the Aerial Target rule. In addition, before rolling any attacks this Squad
can choose to reroll failed Accuracy rolls but must reroll successful Damage rolls with this weapon.
-Optics If not moved this turn, may shift Range Bracket one column left for Accuracy Tests (but not
Damage). Cannot be used with Rapid Fire.
-Unique Command: Assault Move This Squad may move up to half its Movement value (rounding up), then
immediately carry out an Engage Command with any Assault Move weapons it has, again halving their Attacks
value (rounding up). Place a Storm Command dice instead of Unique.
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Bullfrog apc
Getting to the frontlines is a hazardous endeavour,
particularly for the lowly infantrymen. From shell
fragments filling the air, to salvos of machine gun fire,
infantry have had a hard time enduring this hellish
landscape and getting to their objectives.
The Bullfrog armoured personnel carrier is the SFA's
answer to protecting the troops and ensuring they get
to where they are needed. Covered in a lightweight,
durable armoured shell supplemented by active
countermeasures such as electro reactive pads and
smoke dischargers, the Bullfrog is more than capable of
completing its mission. For extra offensive firepower a
hull-mounted heavy machine gun can augment the
mounted squad's firepower by throwing extra lead down
-range to help suppress nearby enemies.

Squad composition - 35 Req per Squad.
• 1 Bullfrog APC Unit with a Hull HMG.

-Armoured
-Transport
-Electro-Reactive Pads
-Active Defence- Smoke Dischargers

Weapons

ACCURACY

6+

7+

8+

11+

DAMAGE

3

2

2

2

SPECIAL RULES
-None
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Hammerhead IFV
Whereas the Bullfrog is designed to carry a large contingent of
soldiers to the fore then unload before withdrawing to a safe
position. The Hammerhead stays in the fight and provides
immediate fire support to its troopers as they seize their
objective. In addition to the hull mounted heavy machine gun, a
roof mounted turret houses a multi-purpose 42mm autocannon
along with a coaxial medium machine gun to suppress nearby
enemies, and even uses tracer rounds to assist the primary
weapon’s target acquisition by 'walking' its fire onto the target.
Lastly, the Hammerhead's already considerable firepower has
been further enhanced by the addition of a 'Hammerdown' Missile
Launcher, capable of penetrating multiple layers of composite
armour or obliterating dug-in infantry. A more recent upgrade
has added another missile system to the turret, increasing the
rate-of-fire of this powerful weapon further.

Squad composition - 60 Req per Squad.
• 1 Hammerhead IFV Unit with a Hull HMG, Missile Launcher and 42mm Autocannon with Coax MMG.
• OPTIONAL May upgrade to have an extra Missile Launcher, which removes the Slow Reload Special Rule @ 5 Req per Unit.

-Armoured
-Transport
-Electro-Reactive Pads
-Active Defence- Smoke Dischargers

Weapons

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

6+
3

7+
2

8+
2

11+
2

-None

ACCURACY
5+
7+
10+
12+
DAMAGE
2
1
1
1
SPECIAL RULES
-Coaxial If any of this weapon’s attacks hit a Target Squad, the 42mm Autocannon can reroll a single failed Accuracy
roll against the same Target this Command.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.

ACCURACY
6+
7+
8+
11+
DAMAGE
4
4
3
3
SPECIAL RULES
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.

ACCURACY
8+
9+
10+
11+
DAMAGE
5
5
5
5
SPECIAL RULES
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-Slow Reload One use per Turn
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Lock-On Reroll failed Accuracy tests against Armoured Vehicles And Walkers.
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Grendel APC
The Grendel APC is a simple yet potent upgrade to the
Bullfrog APC platform. Like many similar designs, a
turret has been added to the rear of the vehicle where a
twin-barrelled stabilised heavy machine gun has been
installed. Unlike the Hammerhead, the Grendel does not
compromise on transport capacity, meaning it can deliver
large numbers of SFA troopers to the fore and provide
excellent, some would say vital, anti-infantry firepower.

Squad composition - 55 Req per Squad.
• 1 Grendel APC Unit with a Hull HMG and Grendel HMGs.

-Armoured
-Transport
-Electro-Reactive Pads
-Active Defence- Smoke Dischargers

Weapons

ACCURACY

6+

7+

8+

11+

DAMAGE

3

2

2

2

ACCURACY

6+

7+

8+

11+

DAMAGE

3

3

2

1

SPECIAL RULES
-None

SPECIAL RULES
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Lancer crv
The Lancer Combat Recon Vehicle is actually a relatively
older variant of the Bullfrog. Since its adoption, it has
fulfilled a vital tactical role in SFA battle plans in that it
scouts ahead of the main force and provides valuable
battlefield data. In a forward position, it can monitor
enemy movements and relay that information back to HQ,
allowing friendly commanders the choice between the
best avenues of attack. The troop carrying compartment
is replaced with extensive ammo racks to enable extended
use of the powerful 105mm cannon when out in the field.
The Lancer’s primary purpose is to fight for information,
where it deliberately attacks the foe in order to trigger
a response. This enables it to gather intel on the size and
disposition of the enemy force at large. Its considerable
firepower also enables it to easily engage and destroy
the enemy’s own scouting elements when encountered. Not
only that, but when battle is joined proper, the gun is
more than capable of threatening enemy tanks when needed.

Squad composition - 75 Req per Squad.
• 1 Lancer CRV Unit with a Hull HMG and 105mm Cannon with Coax MMG.

-Armoured
-Electro-Reactive Pads
-Active Defence- Smoke Dischargers
-Recon

Weapons

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES

6+
3

7+
2

8+
2

11+
2

-None

ACCURACY
5+
7+
10+
12+
DAMAGE
2
1
1
1
SPECIAL RULES
-Coaxial If any of this weapon’s attacks hit a Target Squad, the 105mm Cannon can reroll a single failed
Accuracy roll against the same Target this Command.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.

ACCURACY
7+
8+
9+
11+
DAMAGE
5
5
5
5
SPECIAL RULES
-Large Blast Do not generate Blast Markers in the usual way. Instead, each successful hit becomes two hits
and two Blast Markers.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Snapdragon SPAAG
Initially the SFA encountered very few enemy air assets
as they explored the Grey Zone. Yet, as the clashes with
the other Primary Powers escalated, this has started to
change. The Snapdragon SPAAG, or Self Propelled AntiAircraft Gun, is the SFA’s answer to such threats. The
vehicle’s primary weapon system is in a dual autocannonmissile combination. The autocannons provide shortrange air defence for engaging light targets, such as
drones and vtols, whilst the surface-to-air missiles can
lock-on to fast movers, like jets and other aircraft.
The autocannon itself fires armour-piercing explosive
rounds, making it ideal for filling the air with dangerous
flak. However, these powerful weapons can also be used
to engage ground targets such as medium vehicles or
infantry squads. The missiles possess advanced onboard
homing mechanisms meaning that once they’ve got a lock,
the target’s destruction is all but assured.

Squad composition - 50 Req per Squad.
• 1 Snapdragon SPAAG Unit with a Hull HMG, Dual-Autocannons and a SAM Launcher.
• OPTIONAL Any Snapdragon Unit may exchange their SAM Launcher for a Dual Missile Launcher @ 5 Req per Unit.

-Armoured
-Electro-Reactive Pads
-Active Defence- Smoke Dischargers
-Coordinated Defence Network

Weapons

ACCURACY
DAMAGE
SPECIAL RULES
-None

6+
3

7+
2

8+
2

11+
2

ACCURACY
7+
8+
9+
10+
DAMAGE
4
4
3
3
SPECIAL RULES
-Armour-Piercing Rounds Armoured targets count as one Range Bracket closer when rolling for Damage.
-Burst Fire If this Squad has not moved this turn, you can increase Attacks to 6 but this weapon cannot be used for the rest of the
turn.

-Radar Range Bracket counts as normal rather than extreme against Flyers. In addition, this weapon ignores Aerial Target.

ACCURACY
N/A
10+
8+
DAMAGE
4
4
SPECIAL RULES
-Lock-on Reroll failed Accuracy rolls against Armoured Flyer Units.
-AA weapon This weapon ignores Flyer Units’ Aerial Target special rule.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.

6+
4

ACCURACY
8+
9+
10+
11+
DAMAGE
5
5
5
5
SPECIAL RULES
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Lock-On Reroll failed Accuracy tests against Armoured Vehicles And Walkers.
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Aurora MRS
The Aurora MRS, or Mobile Rocket System, is the SFA’s
primary light artillery vehicle. Capable of keeping pace
with other forward elements, it provides immediate direct
or indirect fire support when on the attack, or defence.
This straight-forward modification to the Bullfrog
chassis means a commonality of components helps reduce
logistical strain on friendly supply chains in the local
region. Such a capability allows SFA battlegroups the
ability to adopt more flexible postures at the strategic, as
well as local, levels. The warheads are primarily designed
for engaging dense pockets of enemy infantry, but can
still threaten armoured vehicles with a direct hit. A
barrage of rockets would rain down and deadly shrapnel
would fill the air, shredding anyone unfortunate enough
to be caught out in the open, or even threaten the weaker
top armour of a tank or other vehicle.
The Aurora has become a valuable supporting asset out in the Grey, particularly when facing hordes of enemy
infantry. Here, it’s earned the nicknamed ‘peacemaker’ due to its sudden ability to suppress enemy positions and
clear the way for nearby friendlies.

Squad composition - 40 Req per Squad.
• 1 Aurora MRS Unit with a Hull HMG and Frag Rockets.

-Armoured
-Electro-Reactive Pads
-Active Defence- Smoke Dischargers

Weapons

ACCURACY

6+

7+

8+

11+

DAMAGE

3

2

2

2

Deviation

N/A

D12

D12

D12

DAMAGE

0

0

0

0

SPECIAL RULES

-None

SPECIAL RULES
-Barrage (1”) See the Engage Command under the Commands section in the main From Ashes rules.
-Unique Command - Salvo Fire For the next Engage Command this turn, double the number of Attacks but
cannot be used for rest of the turn. Place a Engage Command dice instead of Unique.
-Fragmentation These attacks reroll failed Damage rolls against Infantry Units.
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Anvil Heavy Battle Tank
When heavy firepower is needed, the SFA call upon the
Anvil heavy battle tank. Possessing a good balance of
armour, mobility and weaponry, it can handle virtually
any foe and come out on top. It’s armed with a highvelocity 135mm Main Cannon capable of selecting general
-purpose HEAT rounds to deal with various threat types,
or Kinetic Energy rounds designed specifically to
destroy other armoured targets. The Anvil also has a
20mm coax chaingun, useful for engaging infantry who
get too close or even threatening lightly armoured
vehicles and mechs. When you're king of the battlefield,
you quickly become the primary target for your enemies.
As a result, SFA engineers have given the Anvil a
comprehensive armour package and active-protection.
After the Severance War, and owing to the relative
stability of SFA worlds, SFA military doctrine and
technology was largely copied from the LSN years
before. There were stockpiles of weapons, vehicles and aircraft, which combined with an indigenous arms
industry resulted in various upgrades and hybrid designs. The Anvil was such a product, created by combining
an older tank chassis with new armour and weapon upgrades. The coax machine gun of the previous vehicle was
replaced with a more powerful chaingun with armour-piercing ammunition, and the cannon saw a slight increase
in calibre size, despite protests about the larger calibre providing little actual benefit over the previous
incarnation. There was even rumour of industrial back-handed deals favouring certain weapons
manufacturers over others within the political upper-spheres of Seinar. What few disagree on, though, is the
significant upgrade in protection in the form of electro-reactive which replaced the older explosive reactive
armour underlays, or ERA, of the original Anvil. Whereas the ERA blocks work by using an explosive charge to
defeat enemy anti-tank warheads, the new SFA version works instead by ’electrocuting’ the incoming rounds,
dissipating a powerful electric charge with the aim of destroying it mid air or at least slowing it down enough
to reduce its damage potential. Also, the Anvil has additional banks of tried and tested, yet some would say
ancient, smoke dischargers positioned around the turret. Whatever it’s history, the Anvil has now become the
iconic heavy-armour solution for the expeditionary forces of the SFA as they push into the Grey Zone.

Squad composition - 115 Req per Squad.
• 1 Anvil Unit with a 135mm Main Cannon and Coax Chaingun.

-Armoured
-Electro-Reactive Pads
-Active Defence- Smoke Dischargers
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Weapons

ACCURACY

6+

7+

7+

11+

DAMAGE

4

3

3

2

SPECIAL RULES
-Coaxial If any of this weapon’s attacks hit a Target Squad, the 135mm Main Cannon can reroll a single
failed Accuracy roll against the same Target this Command.
-Armour-Piercing Rounds Armoured targets count as one Range Bracket closer when rolling for Damage.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.
WHEN FIRING THE 135MM MAIN CANNON, CHOOSE EITHER HEAT ROUNDS OR KE ROUNDS

ACCURACY

8+

8+

9+

11+

DAMAGE

5

5

5

5

SPECIAL RULES
-Large Blast Do not generate Blast Markers in the usual way. Instead, each successful hit becomes two hits
and two Blast Markers.
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.

ACCURACY

8+

6+

7+

9+

DAMAGE

5

4

3

2

SPECIAL RULES
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-Kinetic Energy Round Ignores Fast Target. In addition, add the target’s Armoured value to the Damage roll
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.
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SCARYN FEDERATED ALLIANCE
Anvil HEMR Battle Tank
The Anvil HEMR (Heavy Electro-Magnetic Railgun),
previously known as the RM2, or by its more correct
title of Anvil Firepower Upgrade Package (Anvil FUP) is
the SFA’s answer to increasingly potent enemy armoured
assets encountered out in the Grey. The most significant
change is the conventional 135mm cannon being replaced
with a long-barrelled Heavy Railgun, which is capable of
sending small metal darts down-range in excess of 4km/s
where, like their infantry borne lighter variant,
primarily uses kinetic energy to obliterate the target.
The shells, or ‘slugs’ themselves are much smaller than
your typical tank round, allowing more to be stowed in
the hull and thus enabling the Anvil the ability to fight
on when other armoured vehicles’ magazines would be
empty. Perhaps most importantly, the slugs, what with
lacking combustible materials and explosive propellants,
are completely inert, meaning the tank will be far less
likely to suffer a catastrophic explosion when the ammo
storage area is breached, increasing the Anvil’s already
prodigious survivability even further.

Other than the sheer destructive improvements over the previous weapon system, the Heavy Railgun is capable
of fulfilling both tasks the previous conventional cannon would provide, as each slug can be programmed when
it leaves the barrel to act in one of two ways. The Bolt Shot is where the Slug is accelerated at extreme speeds
and relies upon kinetic energy to annihilate its target, and is typically employed when targeting enemy tanks.
When faced with hordes of infantry or light vehicles such as walkers, the Bursting Charge is used. The round is
designed to fragment just before it hits, shattering into thousands of smaller shards moving at high velocity
without losing any of the imparted kinetic energy, consequently shredding everything in the immediate area.

Squad composition - 130 Req per Squad.
• 1 Anvil HEMR Unit with a Heavy Railgun and Coax Chaingun.

-Armoured
-Electro-Reactive Pads

-Active Defence- Smoke Dischargers
-Inert Ammo
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Weapons

ACCURACY

6+

7+

7+

11+

DAMAGE

4

3

3

2

SPECIAL RULES
-Coaxial If any of this weapon’s attacks hit a Target Squad, the Heavy Railgun can reroll a single failed
Accuracy roll against the same Target this Command.
-Armour-Piercing Rounds Armoured targets count as one Range Bracket closer when rolling for Damage.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.

WHEN FIRING THE HEAVY RAILGUN, CHOOSE EITHER BOLT SHOT OR BURSTING CHARGE

ACCURACY

8+

6+

7+

9+

DAMAGE

6

6

5

4

SPECIAL RULES
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.
-Kinetic Energy Round Ignores Fast Target. In addition, add the target’s Armoured value to the Damage roll
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.

ACCURACY

8+

6+

7+

10+

DAMAGE

2

2

1

1

SPECIAL RULES
-Colossal Blast Do not generate Blast Markers in the usual way. Instead, each successful hit becomes four
hits and four Blast Markers.
-Armour-Piercing Rounds Armoured targets count as one Range Bracket closer when rolling for Damage.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.
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Pintle HMG upgrade
Feedback from tankers out in the field have dictated the
need for close-in defence against infantry assaults. The
SFA, due to their somewhat elite status, regularly find
themselves outnumbered by their foe, with hordes of
infantry often meeting them in battle. Tanks can be easily
swarmed and overwhelmed by such combatants if they get
too close, which is particularly true in close-quarter
settings like urban theatres or dense jungles.
The Pintle HMG upgrade is a simple modification capable of
being installed on virtually any SFA vehicle. This extra
firepower gives its host vehicle that crucial edge in close
combat engagements, and is also capable of elevating high
enough to engage hovering aircraft which stray too close.
In order to maintain the SFA primary doctrine of armoured
manoeuvre warfare, these weapons have received a
stabiliser upgrade, and are slaved to the main gun sights
meaning it can fire on the move just as effectively as the
main gun. Being a remote weapon station, it can be easily
operated from within the vehicle, ensuring the crew stay
safe from small arms fire and light shrapnel bursts.

•

VEHICLE UPGRADE: Any SFA vehicle from the following list can be upgraded with a single Pintle HMG at a
cost of 13 Req per Unit: Bullfrog; Aurora; Raven; Lancer; Anvil (either variant).

Weapons

ACCURACY

6+

7+

8+

11+

DAMAGE

3

2

2

2

-AA weapon This weapon ignores Flyer Units’ Aerial Target special rule.
-Free Command: Defence weapon Once per turn, this Unit can carry out an Engage Overwatch but only with
this weapon and can only target Flyers within 16” or any other Units within 8”.
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.
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Tank commander upgrade
Certain SFA leaders believe that armoured warfare is the
best way to conduct their battles and prefer to lead their
forces mounted within a vehicle of their choosing. They can
select which vehicle type is best suited to the job at hand,
and of course, enjoy the benefits of being protected within
thick armour plates such a mount can afford.
The vehicle itself receives upgraded battle-management
capabilities, providing the commander a real-time picture
of the immediate battlespace, enabling him to easily react
to the ever-changing situation and pass on that
information to those under his authority.

•

VEHICLE UPGRADE: Any non-Leader SFA vehicle can be upgraded to have a Tank Commander at a cost of
15 Req per Unit. It provides the following benefits:

- Gives the Leader 16” Ability.
- Increases the OP value by 1.
- Changes their Discipline value to 4+.
- Friendly Squads taking Orders from a Tank Commander Squad increase their Discipline to 4+ when
attempting to do so.
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HK module upgrade
The Hunter Killer, or simply HK, Module, is an advance fire
control system used to give SFA armoured fighting vehiles
an edge over their enemies out in the Grey Zone. Despite its
seemingly high-tech nature, HK Modules are actually quite
an ancient piece of technology developed in centuries past.
When employed, its enhanced targeting systems increases
the tank commander's battlefield awareness considerably.
Hunter Killer Modules provide an ability to quickly search
for and identify the next target in a matter of moments.
Once locked, he activates a switch which immediately turns
the turret to face the new target before firing off a round
of the main gun or a burst of automatic fire, greatly
increasing the combat output of the tank in question.
Other targeting systems within the module provide useful
tracking data on the target, greatly increasing the tank's
first-hit capability when stationary.

•

VEHICLE UPGRADE: Any SFA vehicle can be upgraded to have a HK Module at a cost of 10 Req per Unit. It
provides the Hunter Killer Ability and the Optics Special Rule on all its weapons:

-Hunter Killer

-Optics
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comms array upgrade
A recent upgrade based on the experience of commanders at
the front lines is the ability to improve the SFA’s command
and control potential. The Comms Relay was the outcome,
which provides a localised boost to comms signals. A small
receiver and sender is installed on the roof of the vehicle,
which relays and amplifies the signal between the officer
and the soldiers under their command. This provides the
SFA with a fully integrated battlefield network, greatly
increasing their capabilities in battle over long distances.

•

VEHICLE UPGRADE: Any SFA vehicle can be upgraded to have a Comms Array at a cost of 5 Req per Unit.
It provides the Extended Comms Ability:

-Extended Comms
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Counter battery Radar upgrade
Counter Battery Radar are an invention which provides the
user the ability to respond to enemy fire wherever the
source of the threat actually is, even if beyond the
immediate line of sight. It uses a localised radar system to
detect and plot the trajectories of incoming artillery and
mortar rounds. It can then use this data to automatically
advise the operator the best course of action to engage
and saturate the source, giving the Aurora a potent ability
to silence enemy threats originating from indirect weapons
such as mortars, rocket pods and other artillery systems.

•

VEHICLE UPGRADE: Any SFA Aurora can be upgraded to have a Counter Battery Radar at a cost of 5 Req
per Unit. It provides the Counter Battery Ability:

-Counter Battery
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Snapdragon auto tracker
As terrifying as the Snapdragon's dual autocannons are
when they fire, they can still find themselves
underperforming when facing fast-moving aircraft. The
slow ability to react often means the jet has come and gone
before a good lock has been achieved. The Auto-Tracker
module gives the Snapdragon an advanced early warning of
incoming aircraft and automatically plots the best firing
solution and unleash rapid-fire bursts of high explosive
shells as it approaches over the horizon.
The sensitivity of the detection system installed with the
Auto-Tracker has meant that the Snapdragon gunner can
also monitor enemy ground movements in the nearby
vicinity. This, combined with the ability to automatically
traverse the turret and fire, not too dissimilar from the
Hunter Killer Module, means these devices have become
perfect anti-ambush weapons where they can engage would
-be close assault troops before they get a shot off.

•

VEHICLE UPGRADE: Any SFA Snapdragon can be upgraded to have an Early Warning Radar at a cost of 10
Req per Unit. It provides the Free Command: Early Warning Ability:

-Free Command: Early Warning Once per turn, this Unit can carry out an Engage Overwatch with its weapons
but can only target Flyers within 24” or any other Units within 16”.
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Change Log 0.0.7
- The Blast weapon Special Rule (and its variants) has been reworded to mean that
they no longer contribute to generating Blast Markers with other weapons.
- The Seinar, Zenith Alpha, Kybal and Deygra Doctrines have all seen some changes.
Pathfinder Command Unit/Riflemen/LMG Gunners
- Rapid Fire Special Rule has been reworded.
Raven/Bullfrog/Aurora/Hammerhead/Grendel/Snapdragon
- Armoured (3) has changed to(4).
Raven
- Command Post Ability now means Mounted Leaders have LoS from the Raven.
Pathfinder Riflemen
- Now have Smoke Grenades in addition to Frag Grenades.
- MB17 LAWs now have Optics.
- MB17 LAWS can now be replaced with an LMG Gunner at no additional cost.
Pathfinder Railgunners
- EM15L stats and Special Rules have seen significant changes.
- Cost reduced to 32 Req.
Pathfinder LMG Gunners
- M45 LMG’s Attacks changed to HPx2
- Cost reduced to 26 Req
Hammerhead
- Coax LMG has been upgraded to an MMG.
- Cost increased to 60 Req.
- Stabiliser is no longer an Ability but now a weapon Special Rule.
Grendel
- Cost increased to 55 Req.
- Stabiliser is no longer an Ability but now a weapon Special Rule.
- Twin HMGs stats have changed slightly.
Aurora
- Slow Reload has been removed.
- Salvo Fire has been reworded.
Pintle HMG Upgrade
- Req increased to 13
- Rules for Pintle Weapons have changed.
- Is now Stabilised.
Anvil
- The railgun armed variant (the Anvil HEMR) now has its own entry. Both have seen
multiple changes.
Snapdragon
- Snapdragons can now exchange their SAM Launcher for a Missile Launcher.
New Units/Upgrades
- Lancer CRV
- HK Module vehicle upgrade
- Tank Commander vehicle upgrade
- Snapdragon Auto Tracker vehicle upgrade
- Aurora Counter Battery Radar vehicle upgrade
- Comms Array vehicle upgrade
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